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Damon Atzeni - Re: Workbrain access

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Damon Atzeni
chris.prebble@corptech.qld.gov.au
12/12/2007 10:18 AM
R.e: Workbrain access
·- - - - - - - - - -

-

-

- -- - - ----·--·

Yes I did mean today's testing meeting sorry. Half wrote the email yesterday and forgot to send.
Comments from yesterday:
"My comments are that some functionality we currently have, ie baseline data to determine overjunders is critical to
the NUM's being able to adequately and responsively make staffing decisions. I was as surprised as everyone else
when they started suggesting dropping functionality that I believe is necessary for business continuity. There could be
a large ihdustrial impact that will have to be managed by the HR Branch.
The HR Branch escalated a number of concerns yesterday not least of which was the attitude of the IBM consultants,
but more importantly I do not have much confidence that they understand the needs and risks of QH. I believe we
definitely need to push for a review of the total scope before the design phase is initiated."
Presentation today at 230pm is level 24, 307 Queen St. see you then.
regards

Damon Atzeni
. Business Integration Manager
QHEST (Enterprise Solutions Transition) Program
http: //qheps .health .qld .gov .au/qhest/home. htm
Level 24, CPA Building
307 Queen St. Brisbane, Q 4000
Phone: 07 3234 0387
Mobile:041
Fax: 07 3234 1420
Email: Damon Atzeni@health.qld.gov.au
>>> <chris.prebble@corptech.qld.gov.au> 12/12/2007 10:10:11 am> >>
Hi Damon,
Did you mean today's test meeting? I will also go for
the first part and make sure all is on track. Apologies again for the
workshop issue and I will address this immediately. If appropriate would
you mind sending the email you got regarding this issue?
Thanks,
Chris

"Damon Atzeili"
< Damon_Atzeni@ hea
lth.qld.gov.au>
To
<chris. prebble@corptech. qld .gov .au >
12/12/2007 09:51
cc
AM
"Nigel Hey"
< Nigei_Hey@health .qld.gov.au >
Subject
Re: Workbrain access
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